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The capsid (CA) protein of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is an essential structural component of a

virion and facilitates many crucial life cycle steps through interactions with host cell factors. Capsid shields the reverse

transcription complex from restriction factors while it enables trafficking to the nucleus by hijacking various adaptor

proteins, such as FEZ1 and BICD2. In addition, the capsid facilitates the import and localization of the viral complex in the

nucleus through interaction with NUP153, NUP358, TNPO3, and CPSF-6. In the later stages of the HIV-1 life cycle, CA

plays an essential role in the maturation step as a constituent of the Gag polyprotein. In the final phase of maturation, Gag

is cleaved, and CA is released, allowing for the assembly of CA into a fullerene cone, known as the capsid core. The

fullerene cone consists of ~250 CA hexamers and 12 CA pentamers and encloses the viral genome and other essential

viral proteins for the next round of infection. As research continues to elucidate the role of CA in the HIV-1 life cycle and

the importance of the capsid protein becomes more apparent, CA displays potential as a therapeutic target for the

development of HIV-1 inhibitors.
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1. Introduction

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) affected approximately 38 million people in 2019. The etiologic agent for

AIDS is the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) . While HIV is categorized into two subgroups, type 1 and type 2, HIV

type 1 (HIV-1) is the most prevalent cause of AIDS worldwide . It is an enveloped virus containing a 9.8kb positive-sense

RNA genome (Figure 1) that codes for three polyproteins (Gag, Pol, and Env) and six accessory proteins (Tat, Rev, Nef,

Vpr, Vif, and Vpu) . HIV-1 targets human cells presenting the CD4 receptor and CCR5 or CXCR4 co-receptors, such as

T helper cells and microglial cells . It penetrates the host cell through receptor-mediated entry, which results in the viral

core entering the cytoplasm of the host cell . The capsid core is a fullerene-like cone made of the capsid (CA) portion of

the Gag polyprotein. The core contains the viral genome and viral proteins essential for replication, such as integrase and

reverse transcriptase (Figure 2) . The CA protein is essential in both the early and late stages of the HIV-1 life cycle, with

many host cell factors currently identified as direct binding partners .

Figure 1. A diagram of the 9.8 kb HIV-1 genome. The Gag portion of the genome is transcribed into the Gag polyprotein,

consisting of the matrix (MA), capsid (CA), nucleocapsid (NC), P6, and two spacer peptides (SP1 and SP2). During

maturation, the polyprotein is cleaved into its constituent parts. Image created with BioRender.com.

Figure 2. A schematic of the HIV-1 virion. Envelope proteins, GP41 and GP120, surround the host-derived membrane

surface, which is lined internally with a layer of matrix protein. Inside the virion are viral proteins and the CA core

containing the HIV-1 genome and proteins essential for infection. Image created with BioRender.com.

The life cycle of HIV-1 (Figure 3) can be broken down into two stages: early and late. The early-stage begins with an

infectious virion binding to the host cell and ends with the integration of the viral genome into the host DNA. The late stage

of the life cycle is the period from post-integration until viral maturation . The HIV-1 life cycle's early stage begins with
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the virion’s glycoprotein complex, Env, interacting with the CD4 receptor and the CCR5 or CXCR4 co-receptors on the

host cell . This recognition event initiates a cascade of conformational rearrangements that results in viral fusion, where

the viral core is released into the cytoplasm of the host cell . The complex of the capsid protein and its contents is

referred to as the reverse-transcription complex (RTC). From here, reverse transcription must occur within the core.

During reverse transcription, capsid begins uncoating and trafficking to the nucleus for import and integration . Once

the RTC has entered the nucleus, it is referred to as the pre-integration complex (PIC) The processes of uncoating and

reverse transcription are then completed after nuclear import and before nuclear integration . The capsid is

responsible for localizing the PIC to transcriptionally active sites on chromatin and facilitating the integration of the viral

transcripts into the host genome . The viral genes are then transcribed by the host cell and exported from the

nucleus. Export is followed by localization of the Gag protein to the plasma membrane through a myristoyl group at the

amino-terminus of Gag . Localization is followed by an immature virion budding, with intact Gag polyproteins coating

the host-derived viral membrane . The final step of the viral life cycle is maturation, which results in a fully infectious

virion. The maturation step is facilitated by the viral protease that cleaves the polyprotein into its smaller, functional

constituents . In this step, the viral capsid is formed and assembles into the fullerene-cone, forming a mature and fully

infectious HIV-1 virion. At this stage, the newly formed and matured virion can restart the HIV-1 life cycle, infecting another

host cell .

Figure 3. The life cycle of the HIV-1 virus. The early-stage begins with the recognition of host cell receptors (1), resulting

in the fusion of the virus and release of the viral core into the cytoplasm of the host cell (2). This is followed by the

trafficking of the core through the cytoplasm (3) as reverse transcription and uncoating begins to take place (4). Once at

the nuclear pore, the viral contents are imported into the nucleus and localized (5) to transcriptionally active chromatin

while uncoating and reverse transcription are completed (6). Following uncoating and reverse transcription, integration

occurs (7). After the viral genome is integrated into the host cell, viral genes are transcribed (8) and translated (9) into the

Gag polyprotein. The Gag polyprotein then localizes to the host cell membrane (10), where budding occurs (11), followed

by the release of an immature virion (12). The final step in the HIV-1 lifecycle is maturation (13), where the viral protease

cleaves the Gag polyprotein into its constituent, functional proteins. Image created with BioRender.com.

Continued studies into the life cycle of HIV-1 have revealed that CA is essential in infection and replication. It provides

structure and protection to the RTC and PIC while allowing dNTP diffusion for reverse transcription . Additionally, it

facilitates retrograde movement in the cytoplasm, nuclear import, and localization . Since CA is essential

in the HIV-1 lifecycle, it is a promising target for future research into HIV-1 inhibitors .

2. Structure of the HIV-1 Capsid

2.1. Gag Polyprotein

The proteins of HIV-1 are transcribed and translated as polyproteins, which are long peptides that are cleaved into

smaller, functional units by the viral protease . The CA protein of HIV-1 is translated as a constituent of the larger Gag

polyprotein (Figure 1) that contains many integral viral components . This intact Gag protein is essential in the late

stages of the viral life cycle. It is responsible for the localization of viral components to the host cell plasma membrane

through a myristoyl group located at its amino-terminus. Following budding, the virus is still immature because the Gag

polyprotein remains whole. It is not until cleavage by the viral protease that the polyprotein is separated into its individual

constituents, and a mature, infectious virion is formed .

2.2. CA Monomer: The Building Block of the Capsid Core

The most basic component of the capsid core is the CA monomer (Figure 4A), a highly conserved and genetically fragile

protein . The CA monomer is a 231-residue long protein with two major alpha-helical domains, the N-terminal and C-

terminal domains (CA-NTD and CA-CTD, respectively) that are connected by a five-residue linker (residues 146–150) .

While a virion is in its immature form, CA is a constituent of the Gag polyprotein, linked to the matrix (MA) domain at its N-

terminus and the spacer peptide 1 (SP1) domain of the polyprotein at its C-terminus (Figure 1). After budding and during

maturation, the Gag polyprotein undergoes proteolytic cleavage, separating it from the MA and SP1 domains. Interactions

then occur between CA residues Ala14 and Glu45 of adjacent monomers, allowing the monomers to form larger oligomers

(Figure 7) . One study that examined CA dynamics determined that the protein exists in an equilibrium of monomers

and dimers. In this equilibrium, the orientation of the NTD and CTD exists in a range of different states. This equilibrium

was suggested to account for the pentamer/hexamer configuration seen in the fully assembled CA core, with the variability

of the NTD of the dimer determining the pentamer/hexamer pattern of assembly in the finished core .
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Figure 4. HIV-1 CA monomers oligomerize into hexamers and pentamers that assemble to form the capsid fullerene-cone

core. (A) Shows the CA monomer with the amino-terminus colored blue and the carboxyl-terminus colored tan (PDB

3H47). (B) Shows the CA hexamer with each subunit colored differently (PDB 3H47). (C) Shows the hexamer with the

amino-terminus of each subunit colored blue and the carboxyl terminus colored tan (PDB 3H47). (D) Shows the CA

pentamer with each subunit colored differently (PDB 3P05). (E) Shows the pentamer with the amino-terminus of each

subunit colored blue and the carboxyl terminus colored tan (PDB 3P05). (F) The complete capsid core structure

containing approximately 250 hexamer oligomers and 12 pentamer oligomers (PDB 3J3Q). Image created with the

PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4 Schrödinger, LLC.

2.3. CA Oligomers: Pentamers and Hexamers

While the HIV-1 CA monomers may form various curved oligomers, the most abundant oligomer in the mature cone is the

hexamer (Figure 4B, 4C). Approximately 250 hexamers and precisely 12 pentamers (Figure 4D,4E) form the fullerene-like

cone lattice of the viral capsid core (Figure 4F). The hexamers are structured with the N-terminal domain forming a

central, stable core and the C-terminal domains forming a flexible outer ring. The center of the hexamer core, referred to

as the R18 pore, is lined with six arginine residues and a “molecular-iris” formed from the N-terminal β-hairpin (Figure 5).

This pore is a size-selective, positively charged channel that allows for the diffusion of nucleotides into the capsid core

while preventing access to nucleases, host cell restriction factors, and sensors.

Figure 5. The HIV-1 CA hexamer with the R18 ring expanded. The amino-terminus is colored blue, the carboxyl-terminus

is colored tan, and each subunit's R18 residue is colored in cyan. This is referred to as the R18 ring. This pore allows for

the diffusion of materials needed for reverse transcription while sequestering reverse transcription machinery from host

cell restriction factors. (PDB 3H47) Image created with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4 Schrödinger,

LLC.

Along with the R18 pore, there is a crucial interprotomer pocket (Figure 6) that forms between hexameric subunits and is

generated by the NTD of one subunit interacting with the CTD of another subunit. This NTD-CTD interprotomer interface

is present in the mature HIV-1 capsid and is critical for proper capsid assembly, stability, and host cell factor recognition.

There is evidence that this pocket binds host cell factors involved in nuclear import, suggesting that intact CA oligomers

are imported into the nucleus during nuclear entry of the pre-integration complex (PIC) . Due to these roles, the

interprotomer interface has been used as a target for small-molecule inhibition .

Additional interactions involved in the polymerization of capsid monomers include the NTD-NTD interactions that promote

the formation of hexamers and CTD-CTD interfaces that connects hexameric units into the conical lattice . The NTD-

NTD interface involves helices 1 and 3 of one monomer and helix 2 of the adjacent monomer . Conversely, the CTD-

CTD interface links two neighboring capsid subunits belonging to different hexamers and is defined by helix 9 of the

adjacent monomers .
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Figure 6. Here, two adjacent CA protomers of the CA hexamer form a functional interprotomer pocket. N-terminal

domains (NTDs) are colored in shades of blue, and C-terminal domains (CTDs) are colored in shades of orange.

Interacting domains are marked in dark blue and bright orange. Interacting residues within the interaction interface are

magnified and colored in green. (PDB 6MQA) Image created with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4

Schrödinger, LLC.

2.4. The Fullerene Cone

The hexamers and pentamers associate into the curved lattice that forms the mature capsid core. Electron microscopy

has demonstrated that the natural viral core exhibits cone angles of ~19°, indicating that the capsid core of HIV-1 is

structured as a fullerene cone, with the rigid rotation between the pentamers and hexamers appearing to generate the

continuous curve of the fullerene cone . However, both perfect and aberrant fullerene cones have been observed

after maturation and are believed to be caused by the de novo capsid assembly that occurs after proteolytic cleavage of

the Gag polyprotein . The fullerene cone is an important structure, as it protects the viral genome from a wide range of

host cell factors that would otherwise restrict infection. Mutagenesis studies revealed that residues within the

interprotomer pocket and pentamer/hexamer interface are essential, with disruption of those interactions leading to

decreased capsid assembly, stability, and viral infectivity . Specifically, the hydrophobic residues in the

three-helix bundle center within the CA-CTD are crucial for hexamer/pentamer association (Figure 7). This again

emphasizes the importance of a stable capsid core since instability in the core has been shown to cause a loss of the viral

genome and integration .

Figure 7. The HIV-1 CA hexamer with regions important for higher-order oligomeric assembly are highlighted. The amino-

terminus is colored blue, and the carboxyl-terminus is colored tan. Residues A14 and E45 between monomeric subunits

are magnified and colored green. The regions of hydrophobic residues within the three-helix bundle center are marked

with red boxes. (PDB 6MQA) Image created with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.4 Schrödinger, LLC.
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